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Abstract: Education of any kind is necessary for man to develop socially and intellectually. Today need of exams in universities, schools, colleges and even companies for recruitment purposes. The general paper-pen tests/exams are now slowly replaced by the online internet based exam system. Online examinations, sometimes referred as e-examinations, are the examinations conducted through the internet or in an intranet (if within the Organization) for a remote candidate/candidates. The previous online examination system is based on Browser/Server (B/S) structure or Client/Server (C/S) structure as they require individual computer for every student within a batch. As the number of students are increasing more computers are needed, this will increase the cost. To avoid this a keypad based embedded device has been designed. This embedded device can be used to conduct online examination with only one desktop computer. The main objective of this system is to provide automated system that not only saves lot of time but also gives accurate and fast result with a higher security.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Online examination is a great opportunity for exponential growth. Today all online examination system is based on the browser/server structure or Client/Server Structure. The Client/server structure is mainly based on Local Area Network (LAN) environment of application development but browser/server is not limited by region because it uses internet communication [1]. Many organizations and the universities use the online examination worldwide successfully & issues result immediately. All the online examination system required computer for every student within a batch. But small schools, institutes and companies may not able to afford computers, an embedded device using Raspberry Pi 2 model B with 7 inches LCD screen and Wi-Fi has been designed which is small in size and low cost. In this only one master computer control all slave units. In this Questions can have multiple options, multiple answers or can be text answers including images, mathematical equations and diagrams.

Online examination system is more and more popular in many colleges and training organization that students have an exam via internet. The examination system may be divided into two kinds, one is stand-alone edition and the other is online edition. Stand-alone examination system needs to be installed on the computer which is used in examination, while the item bank will also be installed with the computer, the type of examination system has been gradually eliminated because of high maintenance cost and low performance. The online edition system can also be divided into C/S (Client/Server) online examination system and B/S (Browser/server) online examination system. In C/S online examination system, there is a database server, used to store user’s information, item bank information, examination results, etc. In C/S online examination systems have high maintenance cost because they request every computer install their client system. The benefits of B/S system is to support more users than C/S system at the same time and has lower maintenance cost because only web servers require maintenance [2]. An online examination system means more powerful than the others if it provides more question types. Most online examination system, often only support fixed kinds of question types, but also hard coded into a program. If users want to add some new kind of question types would require developers to re-modify the program, and then re-release and re-develop new applications. The user define question type module allows users to add, delete and modify question types [3].

Online examination and evaluation system is also based on B/S structure, in which the process of examination and evaluation will be logically classified into four irrelevant sections by functions: content displaying layer, application running layer, data operating layer and database. The content displaying layer is a user interface running layer, the core of Online Examination and Evaluation System (OSES), realizes communication between users and database by program. Data operating layer visit the database. It receive data from up layer, sends Structured Query Language (SQL) order to database and then return the result to the application layer. The database is the base of whole system. All data is store in database [2]. This online
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examination system includes the architectural components as Browser-Server architecture, client-server architecture, auto question generator system, security, and randomization. Random number generators (RNG) i.e. rng’s used for applications of cryptography that mostly produces a sequence of zeros and one bits, that may be together combined into the sub-sequences or blocks of random values. The two basic classes in this are deterministic and non-deterministic [4].

In existing online examination systems used various authentication techniques to provide security. Authentication attempts to verify that the user is who he/she claims to be. In an online examination scenario, authentication aims to verify the identity of online student and plays a key role in security. The mainstream authentication is based on user’s knowledge, objects and physical or behavioral features. Knowledge based authentication required personal knowledge to authenticate individual access to the online environment. A user id and password scheme is a commonly used, challenge question or security question are another example of knowledge based authentication. In a similar way object are used to identify the person. The users are identifying by presenting or applying physical objects i.e. electronic chip cards, magnetic cards, and digital keys. But in this authentication process object may be transferred to a third party, and it is dangers or not secure [5].

II. SYSTEM MODELING

All the examination system is based on Browser/Server structure and client/server structure and it required computer system for every student within a batch. The scope of online examination system is increases. Main objective to implement this project is to design and develop a low cost reliable and efficient technique for online examination system. This technique uses only one master computer and others are slave units i.e. embedded device. The Block Diagram of proposed system is as shown in Figure 1.

In this proposed system one master computer is used and number of slave units are available. Master unit consists of a master computer which is connected to intranet for sending and receiving of the questions and answers. It is used for sending the data (Question Paper) to slave unit and also receiving the final data from the slave. The master computer stores all the data and question paper in database. The slave unit consists of Raspberry pi 2 model B, 7 inches touch screen Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) connector, Wi-Fi Dongle. Raspberry pi 2 model B is used as a core controller. The raspberry
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pi is run on Linux kernel it has a quad core processor with 1GB RAM. The 7 inches touch screen LCD is used as a display. The 7 inches LCD screen is connected to raspberry pi using HDMI cable and USB cable. The Raspberry Pi HDMI port is connected to HDMI port of Raspberry Pi using HDMI cable for displaying purpose and USB port of raspberry pi is connected to micro USB port of LCD screen. Wi-Fi Dongle is connected to USB port of Raspberry Pi. Wi-Fi is used to establish wireless connection between master unit and slave unit. The range of Wi-Fi is 50 to 100 meter. Operating frequency of Wi-Fi is 2.4GHz. Though the Wi-Fi data can be send from master unit to slave unit and back to master unit also. Master unit is handling the entire slave unit, slave unit not access anything whenever master unit send a start command to slave unit. After completing examination the slave unit is send data to master unit. Master unit analysis with a standard form and result send back to slave unit and also store in the database.

III. RESULTS

Examination will start on every slave device only after receiving command from master. Then each candidate has to enter his/her username and password on master computer. After completion of registration procedure candidate’s examination time starts & each question will be displayed sequentially as per the set for each slave.

Figure 2. Handheld Device (Slave Unit)

Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows Question paper window. After clicking on start test button the actual exam will start. The question will appear along with their options. Total number of questions and time is displayed on right hand side of the screen. On the bottom of screen four button are available those are previous, next, save and next, and submit. Submit button is click only when total question paper is completed and finally he/she wants to submit the paper. The questions are Multiple Choice Question (MCQ) type and it includes a text question, mathematical equation, diagrams and images. Figure 4 is a question including circuit diagram.
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Figure 3. Question Paper

Figure 4. Question including circuit Diagram

Figure 5. Admin window

Figure 5 shown above is an admin window. The administrator is master of examination because administrator is handling everything. Administrator is adding the questions in question paper, delete the question and also assign a different question paper set to different users.
Figure 6 is an add/update test window. Using this administrator add and update the different test with the time and marks. Figure 7 is a user list window; in the user list the entire user’s detailed information is available.

IV. CONCLUSION

Online examination system provides more effective and efficient examination environment with low cost and small size device. Each slave unit communicates with master computer and after the examination finished the results can be displayed on slave unit and can be stored in master computer, because of this device cost is reduced. The size of the device is smaller than the computer/laptop and power consumption of device is less because only one master computer is used where as other slave unit requires less power than computer. This system is very useful in schools, institutes, and companies for examination purpose.
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